Characters D6 / Krrsantan (Wookiee Bou
Name: Krrsantan
Homeworld: Kashyyyk
Species: Wookiee
Gender: Male
Hair color: Black, graying
Eye color: Brown
Move: 11
DEXTERITY: 2D
Blaster: 4D
Bowcaster: 5D+2
Brawling Parry: 8D+2
Dodge: 3D+2
Grenade: 5D+1
Melee Combat: 6D+2
Melee Parry: 6D
PERCEPTION: 3D
Hide: 3D
Search: 5D
Sneak: 4D+2
KNOWLEDGE: 2D
Intimidation: 6D+2
Languages: 3D+2
Planetary Systems: 3D+1
Streetwise: 5D+2
Survival: 5D
Value: 5D+2
STRENGTH: 6D
Brawling: 8D
Climbing/Jumping: 6D+2
Stamina: 7D
MECHANICAL: 2D
Beast Riding: 4D
Repulsorlift Operation: 3D+2
TECHNICAL: 2D
SPECIAL ABILITIES
Beserker Rage: Krrsantangains +2D to strength when brawling in beserker rage.
Climbing Claws: +2D to climbing.

EQUIPMENT
CREDITS - 350
Bowcaster (5D Damage), Rykk Blades (Str+2D damage), Knuckle Dusters (Str+1D damage),
Shoulder Pauldrons and Battle Harness (+2 vs Physical Damage), Comlink, Heavy Blaster Rifle (5D+2)
FORCE SENSITIVE - N
FORCE POINTS 4
DARK SIDE POINTS 3
CHARACTER POINTS 10
Description: Krrsantan, also known as Black Krrsantan, and nicknamed "Santy," "BK," and "Black K" by
Doctor Aphra and "Santo" by Garsa Fwip and Boba Fett, was a male Wookiee bounty hunter whose
career spanned from during the rule of the Galactic Empire into the era of the New Republic. Originally
escaping his homeworld Kashyyyk and trained by the infamous Xonti Brothers as a gladiator, Krrsantan
later became a ferocious bounty hunter. He was regularly hired by the crime lord Jabba the Hutt and at
one point fought Obi-Wan Kenobi, receiving a scar from the Jedi Master's lightsaber. During the Galactic
Civil War, Darth Vader hired Krrsantan to track down and capture an agent of the Emperor.
Following the death of Jabba and the end of the war, Krrsantan was employed by that late Hutt's cousins,
brother and sister crime lords known as the Twins. Their cousin's criminal empire had been taken over by
the former bounty hunter Boba Fett, and the Hutts sought Krrsantan's services in wresting control away
from the self-appointed Daimyo. Krrsantan attempted to assassinate Fett, but was captured by his forces.
Shortly after, the Twins promised to leave Tatooine, and Krrsantan was eventually employed by Boba
Fett. A part of Fett's forces, he participated in a battle against the Pyke Syndicate, which resulted in Fett
gotra's victory.
Biography
Trained fighter
Early in his life, Black Krrsantan was forced to flee his homeworld of Kashyyyk and subsequently
disgraced his people. He sought out the pit fighting crime bosses, the Xonti Brothers, who used slavers to
acquire new fighters, to learn from them in fighting. Krrsantan attacked four slaver groups, wiping out
each of them when learning they did not work for the Xonti. Krrsantan set a trap for another group,
leaving a Wookiee to bleed to death as bait. A group of five Trandoshans slavers arrived shortly
thereafter, walking into the trap. Krrsantan opened fire on the slavers, quickly killing three of them. The
remaining two, Noka and Kootan, took cover behind a tree until Kootan attempted to kill Krrsantan. The
Wookiee incapacitated the Trandoshan and tossed him into a tree.
Krrsantan stood over Noka and ordered the slaver to take him to the Xonti Brothers. Noka allowed the
Wookiee aboard his ship, and brought him and four captured aliensâ€”a Talz, a Herglic, a Gamorrean
and a Dowutinâ€”to the Xonti brothers. On the way, Noka asked what would have happened if he was
not with the Xonti. Krrsantan cited the four other slaver groups he had wiped out, although Noka only
knew of two disappearing in the past month, which made the Wookiee laugh.
Noka took them to the Xonti Brothers, who were surprised to find a Wookiee had volunteered. The

brothers approached Krrsantan, commending his ambition before stunning him and putting him in a cage.
The brothers then put their five new fighters through harsh training, soon choosing to raise the level to
pick off the weaker ones. The Talz fell first to a sarlacc. Then the Gamorrean was killed by a large
monster. The Herglic fell later to a swarm of tiny robots. Thus only Krrsantan and the Dowutin survived.
To make the Wookiee a valuable fighter to buyers, the Xonti Brothers, with the help of Cylo, altered the
Wookiee's entire skeletal structure, particularly his knuckles by filling and plating them with metal to give
him an edge in the fighter market. Now equipped with what one of the brothers called "permanent
knuckle dusters" Krrsantan was able to beat the Dowutin and knocked it unconscious in one punch.
Krrsantan and the Dowutin were put on show in front of buyers, where they were pitted against fighters
with weapons. Faced by a Trandoshan, a Kajain'sa'Nikto and a Houk, Krrsantan dropped his blades and
attacked the Trandoshan, destroying its head. The Wookiee then threw the fighter's body into the Nikto
and threw the Houk into a fire. Taking the Nikto by the throat, Krrsantan had the fighter give tribute to
Krrsantan before the audience before the Wookiee snapped the Nikto's neck. The display captivated
buyers, who began inquiring on purchasing Krrsantan. The Wookiee became a heavyweight champion
thereafter, but swore to affect the Xonti Brothers in the same way they had affected him.
Working for Jabba the Hutt
Sometime later, Krrsantan became a bounty hunter for the crime lord Jabba the Hutt who resided on the
desert planet Tatooine. In 10 BBY, Krrsantan was hired by Jabba to track down the man who stopped his
water tax. He went to the location of the attack in the Dune Sea with Pagetti Rook and a Klatooinian
guard. Krrsantan went to the moisture farm nearby and took Owen Lars hostage. Krrsantan then made
Lars scream. He then saw the man who had stopped the water tax, "Ben" Kenobi, appear behind him. He
was given a chance to leave by Kenobi. Before Kenobi could use a Jedi mind trick to make him leave,
Krrsantan attacked him, choking him and trapping him with a stun net.
Lars fought back against Krrsantan but was easily knocked aside. Kenobi used the Force to cause rocks
to hit Krrsantan and save Lars from falling. Krrsantan then tried to kill Kenobi with a rock. Krrsantan was
briefly blinded and scarred by Kenobi's lightsaber. He tried to shoot Kenobi again with his electrified net
gun, but it was destroyed. Krrsantan then punched and tried once more to kill Kenobi, as Kenobi
attempted to rescue Lars. He continued trying to kill him with his bowcaster until he fell off the side of a
cliff. Krrsantan then fled Tatooine, knowing that Jabba would be incensed at his failure.
Hired by Vader
Eventually, Black Krrsantan was able to return to Tatooine and Jabba's service. Shortly after the Battle of
Yavin, Darth Vader traveled to Tatooine on a mission to negotiate on behalf of the Galactic Empire for
supplies with Jabba. Vader also used the opportunity to take on a personal mission, and he requested
two bounty hunters from Jabba. The Hutt provided his two best bounty hunters, Krrsantan and Boba Fett.
While Fett was to track down Luke Skywalker, the Rebel Alliance pilot who destroyed the Death Star and
who was secretly Vader's son, Krrsantan was hired to find and capture an agent of the Emperor. Vader
wanted this agent, whose identity and purpose Darth Sidious did not reveal to the Dark Lord, in order to
find out why he was working for the Emperor.
Krrsantan successfully tracked down his mark and discovered that he was moving illegal alien parts to a

secret base in the Outer Rim. The agent discovered Krrsantan was following him before he could find out
where the base was or what he was doing for the Emperor. Krrsantan captured the agent and brought
him to Vader aboard his Nubian starship, where he witnessed the agent, whose named was Cylo-IV,
being killed by Vader's new torture droid, 0-0-0, but not before providing the information Krrsantan had
previously failed to acquire.
Working for Aphra
Sometime after his contract for Vader expired, Krrsantan was summoned along with fellow bounty
hunters Bossk, IG-90, and Beebox to a cantina on Son-tuul where, as he waited for his fellows, Krrsantan
entered the cantina's fighting pits, where captured Wookiees fought each other for the entertainment of
the customers. Krrsantan strangled a fighter and took his place to become a contestant, becoming one of
the only Wookiees to enter the pits willingly. The Wookiee bounty hunter won the fight by beating his
opponent to death.
After the fight, Krrsantan joined Beebox, Bossk, and IG-90 in the cantina where they were approached by
rogue archaeologist Aphra, who had issued the summons. She told the assembled bounty hunters about
her plans for a heist: the Empire had just broken the criminal element known as the Son-tuul Pride, which
dominated Son-tuul's underworld. The fortune they had hoarded was in transit to the Imperial vaults.
Aphra told the bounty hunters that she had inside information which would allow them to locate the
transport, circumvent the guards and get away, and that she was offering them a part in exchange for
their services.
Krrsantan then piloted his ship towards Anthan Prime. There, Krrsantan was able to use an asteroid to
penetrate the Arquitens-class light cruiser's hull. He and the others gathered what remained of the credits
aboard the cruiser before using the ship to collect the credits floating in space. After the heist, Krrsantan
went with Aphra to Anthan 13, where they met with Lord Vader.
Battle of Vrogas Vas
Krrsantan went to Vrogas Vas, where he attacked the Millennium Falcon by colliding with the ship,
grounding it. He attempted to capture Skywalker. Instead Chewbacca assaulted him. Having been
poisoned by Triple-Zero, he could not best Krrsantan. However, Chewbacca was shot with a needle by
R2-D2, counteracting the poison. Krrsantan was knocked down by Chewbacca.
However, Krrsantan knocked Chewbacca out with brass knuckles. He then confronted Solo. A damaged
C-3PO told him to stop fighting. Krrsantan was accidentally electrocuted by Threepio after punching him
with the brass knuckles.
Shu-Torun War
Krrsantan survived the battle. He and several other bounty hunters were secretly hired by Vader to find
Aphra; dead or alive. He then met up with Vader on Anthan 13 with a squad of commando droids.
Krrsantan, along with 0-0-0 and BT-1 then went to Cosmatanic Steppes to retrieve Aphra. He then took
her to Lord Vader's new flagship, the Executor. Nonetheless, he then fought alongside Aphra and her
droids against Cylo's forces, entirely because Aphra owed him money. After Vader retook the Executor

and jettisoned Aphra into space, Krrsantan then rescued her from the vacuum of space.
He stayed in the doctor's crew until leaving her following the auction of Rur and ensuing skirmish aboard
the Sorca Retreat, having captured the Xonti Brothers at long last. Nonetheless, he later joined with
Aphra again, helping her take down the plot to assassinate Emperor Palpatine, which was being led by a
rogue Imperial, Pitina Mar-Mas Voor, whose actions had led to the death of Aphra's mother Lona years
prior. Following the Battle of Hoth and Aphra again escaping from Vader's service, Krrsantan again
worked alongside her for a time. Later, he took a bounty of 20,000 credits offered for Aphra's capture by
the Lady Domina Tagge of the Tagge Corporation. Focusing on the credits he could earn, he was more
than willing to betray his former ally, though Aphra was able to stall him. Krrsantan was stunned by a
fellow hunter, angering the Wookiee and giving Aphra an opening to escape.
Deal with the Daimyo
Employed by the Twins
In 4 ABY, Jabba was killed, creating a power vacuum on Tatooine. By 9 ABY, Krrsantan had been
employed as a guard for the Twins, a Hutt brother and sister who spent their days involved in debauchery
on the Hutt world of Nal Hutta. When the Twins traveled to Tatooine intending to reclaim the territory of
their late cousin Jabba for the Hutts, Krrsantan accompanied them, acting as muscle.
However, Jabba's empire had been claimed by former bounty hunter Boba Fett, who was unfazed by the
gladiator's presence. Fett maintained that the territory was his, and that the Hutts should go back to
Hutta. The Twins wanted to kill him, but the brother of the pair decided to defer the conflict until later,
leaving Fett and bringing Krrsantan with them, the latter of whom glared at Fett before departing.
Assassination attempt on Fett
Following the previous meeting with Tatooine's new Daimyo in Mos Espa, the Twins dispatched Black
Krrsantan to kill their rival to Jabba's throne. The Wookiee infiltrated Boba Fett's Palace, and attacked an
unsuspecting Fett, who was healing in his bacta tank. Throwing his target out of the tank and across the
room, Krrsantan used his electrified brass knuckles to strike down the Daimyo. Fett then stabbed the
Wookiee twice with a gaderffii stick, leaving the weapon in the bounty hunter's back. Krrsantan knocked
his adversary across the room in response. Picking up Fett by the waist, the Wookiee began to squeeze
around his target's spine with a bear hug. Fett tried to hit Krrsantan on the head, but his assassin bit his
hand with his teeth.
However, Fett's newly recruited street gang arrived and attacked Krrsantan, surrounding and engaging
the Wookiee in melee combat. The bounty hunter knocked two to the floor and hit Fett into his bacta tank
when he pulled the gaderffii stick out of his back. When Fett's two Gamorrean bodyguards came,
Krrsantan tackled them both down the stairs to the throne room and used his strength to knock them
around, biting one of them. The street gang returned to face the Wookiee when Fett's Master Assassin
Fennec Shand intervened and activated a trap door below Krrsantan. The bounty hunter managed to
grab onto the floor with one hand, but Shand threw a knife directly at Krrsantan's fingers which caused
him to plummet down into Jabba's former rancor pit, where he found himself trapped.
After the thwarted assassination attempt, the Twins met Fett by the palace door, with Krrsantan led in

shackles by one of the Gamorrean guards. Fett offered to give him over to the Hutts. Once the Twins
realized that their bounty hunter had failed, and that the planet was offered to another syndicate by
mayor Mok Shaiz, they offered him as an extra gift to Fett alongside a rancor, before departing to Nal
Hutta, uninterested in fighting over Tatooine with rival syndicates. Fett advised Krrsantan to not waste his
time by working for the Hutts and freed him. Removed from his shackles, the Wookiee shared one last
glace with Fett before running away.
Joining Boba Fett
Following his departure from Fett's palace, Krrsantan found himself as a patron of Garsa Fwip's cantina,
Sanctuary. While drinking at the cantina, he watched a group of Trandoshans gamble. Over time, he
grew enraged, before eventually attacking the Trandoshans, causing havoc and destruction as the other
patrons and Boba Fett, who had just arrived, watched. Garsa Fwip soon intervened, attempting to calm
Krrsantan, stating that such violence was beneath an individual of his fame and notorietyâ€”and pointing
out the considerable bar tab he had accrued as a result of his destructive assault. Despite briefly
pondering Fwip's words, he tore the arm off of one of his Trandoshan victims, then paid his tab and left
the cantina.
As Krrsantan walked away from Sanctuary, Fett approached him. The Daimyo offered Krrsantan a job,
which the Wookiee accepted. During an ensuing meetingâ€”hosted by Fettâ€”between the multiple
families that ruled over Mos Espa's territory, Krrsantan stood present while under Fett's hire. He was also
present during a meeting with the rest of Fett's associates, in preparation for war against the Pyke
Syndicate.
Stand against the Pyke Syndicate
The terrorist attack on the Sanctuary prompted the battle for Mos Espa and started open warfare
between Boba Fett and the Pyke Syndicate. Commanded by Fett to patrol in the area of the City Hall,
Krrsantan kept a keen eye on the streets of Mos Espa in the Trandoshan territorry. Observing the crowds
of merchants and people wandering the streets, Krrsantan was suddenly ambushed by multiple
Trandoshans that drew their weapons and advanced against the Wookie. Nine Trandoshans made their
way towards him and Krrsantan fired two rounds from his heavy blaster and killed two of his opponents.
However, another Trandoshan impaled the Wookiee from behind. He roared in pain and bashed the
attacker with his blaster. Retreating to the stairs of City Hall, the bounty hunter continued to battle against
his Trandoshan aggressors even as they took away his blaster. He employed his enormous strength and
brass knuckles to punch the Trandoshans. Though valiant in effort, Krrsantan was overwhelmed when
the remaining seven Trandoshans restrained him and crawled all over him, pinning the Wookie to the
ground. Trapped under the Trandoshans, Krrsantan was presumably stabbed, cut and impaled several
times. In spite of this, the ex-gladiator was no stranger to pain nor suffering and managed to escape,
possibly after killing his ambushers.
Wounded, Krrsantan made his way towards the rendezvous, the destroyed Sanctuary. Making his way
through the Pykes, Krrsantan spotted Fett and his allies barricated behind a landspeeder in front of
Sanctuary. Carrying one Pyke on his shoulder and dragging another which held onto his blaster,
Krrsantan dropped the one on his shoulder and then pushed the other Pyke hard enough to shoot him
mid-air. More Pykes began to open fire on him, some hitting him, though some hit his gold armor. Picking

up the Pyke he had dropped, the battleworn Wookie heaved him several meters at an advancing Pyke.
Still under fire, Krrsantan began to limp his way towards Fett and the others while taking out the Pykes he
could. By this point, Krrsantan had been cut, stabbed and shot multiple times and was starting to
succumb to his wounds. Krrsantan still tried to power his way through the pain, but after another shot to
his already injured right leg, he collapsed. Fett and Djarin ran to Krrsantan's aid, taking most of the fire
from the Pykes. Helping Krrsantan to the landspeder, Fett welcomed the Wookie back and was
impressed he was still alive, promising him a bacta tank soak after the whole ordeal was over. While
resting and recuperating, the Fett gotra fought against the Pykes in a large shoot-out. Then the Pyke
forces suddenly retreated and two large scorpenek droids approached, armed with two heavy turrets and
a shield generator. Boba Fett and his allies failed to penetrate their shields. Blasting the landspeeder,
Krrsantan followed the people of Freetown as they ran towards the Worker's District to seek shelter.
Despite Fett and the Mandalorian distracting one of the droids, the second droid pursued the fleeing
people. Taking cover behind a wall, Krrsantan waited until the droid was right in front of him and opened
fire at close range. Using his hand, Krrsantan pressed against the shield and managed to pierce it with
his fingertips. However, just as he had his hand through the shield, he was knocked back into the wall by
one of the droid's legs. Falling down, the Wookie was helped up by Drash and Skad, who supported him
until three Pykes appeared, which they all fired upon. They then helped him escape with the others.
Finding a shelter, Krrsantan and the Weequay Taanti kept firing at the droid's shield until the others were
safe. Backed against a corner, Krrsantan and the others were forced to make their stand. Trying to
distract the droid and the Pykes, Krrsantan allowed Drash and one of the people of Freetown to get to a
roof to see if they could get through the shield, although the attempt failed. Suddenly, the nearby wall
burst into rubble as Fett rode atop his rancor and let it smash the droid, eventually destroying it after a
prolonged fight. Boba Fett was separated from the rancor by Cad Bane and the beast started to roam
through Mos Espa and rampaged throughout the spaceport. Krrsantan joined the others and tired to quell
the beast, however, they only succeeded in agering it further. The rancor threw a landspeeder, which
Krrsantan dogded.
Following the aftermath and their subsequent victory against the Pyke Syndicate, Krrsantan healed his
wounds and was given a meiloorun fruit from the locals by Boba Fett. Skad jokingly asked if the Wookie
would share, which Krrsantan merely roared at.
Legacy
During the First Order-Resistance War, Rey lied to another bounty hunter, Kief Varris that Krrsantan,
along with other bounty hunters, at one point attempted to capture Moebin Faltus but failed to do so.
Personality and traits
Black Krrsantan was a male Wookiee. He had black hair and brown eyes, with decorative gold material
covering his chest, as well as gold ornaments in his hair. He had a scar across his left eye from Kenobi's
lightsaber. He disgraced his people on Kashyyyk, prompting him to get off world. When he first heard of
the Xonti Brothers, Krrsantan did not hesitate to try and get to them, going as far as killing most of a
Trandoshan acquisition crew to get to them. The last Trandoshan, Noka, was surprised of Krrsantan's
willingness to join.

However, Krrsantan soon found out what he really signed up for and after harsh training as a gladiator,
he swore a life debt on the Xonti Brothers, a pledge to affect them in the same way they had affected
him. Krrsantan eventually saw the Xonti Brothers again during the auction of Rur, where he attempted to
capture them. After the Auction ended in the deaths of many members, Krrsantan used it as his chance
to capture the Xonti Brothers and he did, taking them back to their gladiatorial pits to fulfill the life debt.
For all their history together, Krrsantan was more than willing to turn on Doctor Aphra when a bounty was
offered for her capture, showing no remorse for his betrayal when Aphra tried to bring up their past
alliances.
Skills and abilities
Black Krrsantan underwent intense training under the Xonti Brothers to become a better pit fighter,
although before he had managed to quickly overpower a Trandoshan slaver crew. According to Boba
Fett, Black Krrsantan was one of Jabba's best bounty hunters. The Wookiee had the ability to wield a
bowcaster. He was good fighter even against his fellow Wookiees, such as Chewbacca. The ferocious
Wookiee could fight against the exiled Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi and even came close to killing Boba
Fett himself. The Wookie has also a high tolerance for pain most likely due to his gladiatorial training.
Even after being at the Marcy of blades, spears and several blaster bolts, Krrsantan proved himself
capable of standing strong. Krrsantan could lift massive boulders, crush bones and throw other creatures
around like ragdolls. He would also utilize his sharp teeth to bite on occasion. He would also use brass
knuckles, adding to the power of his modified knuckles that had been injected with metal filling, granting
the already strong Wookie enough power to knock a Dowtin unconscious.
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